1. How has CAHSI impacted you?
CAHSI has impacted me in many different ways. From providing me with undergraduate research opportunities (vREU), full sponsorships to conferences (GMiS), to allowing me the opportunity to give back to my community (Scholar), CAHSI has been with me since my Freshman year of university. Through CAHSI, I have been able to meet and network with many students and professionals across the country from different backgrounds, universities, professions, fields, and more. I have learned what I love to do in computer science through my various experiences in CAHSI and have received financial support to attend the GMiS Conference a few times. CAHSI has shaped me into a better leader who is ready to give back to her community. They have imparted to me the tools and resources necessary to extend CAHSI's mission and vision to the Latino and Hispanic communities around me.

2. How have you supported other students or your community through CAHSI?
I have been able to support other students and my community through CAHSI through the CAHSI Scholars program. As a CAHSI Scholar, I have been able to host various workshops to teach students in my university about internships, career fairs, resumes, and more. I have been able to pass down what I myself learned through CAHSI to the future generations of engineering students. I have also been able to support my community by hosting office hours every week through CAHSI. These office hours have been a great place for students to come and ask me questions on any topic related to computer science, from internships, scholarships, to how to get involved with CAHSI.

3. What does CAHSI mean to you?
CAHSI is an opportunity for all students to become involved on campus and to get exposure to research, internships, scholarships, conferences, and so much more.